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4 MANUU Films Selected for Global Cinema Festival

Hyderabad:

Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU), Instructional Media Centre (IMC) has achieved one more feat as four of its films produced under Manuu Knowkedhe Series, Mirza Ghalib, Aristotle, Stephen Hawking, APJ Abul Kalam have been selected for Global Cinema Festival being organised by Film Federation of India (FFI, the apex body of the film industry in India) and govt of West Bengal at Siliguri. According to Mr. Rizwan Ahmad, Director IMC, out of 24 non features selected from all across India, MANUU have four selections. IMC had three entries in National Science Film Festival held recently in Chandigarh. Dr. Mohammad Aslam Parvaiz, Vice-Chancellor congratulated Mr. Rizwan & his team for this achievement and reiterated that Media Centre through its continuous efforts is proving the relevance of Urdu language in contemporary era, time and again.

MANUU Faculty awarded D. Litt.

Hyderabad:

Dr. Patan Rahim Khan, Asst. Professor, Dept. of Hindi, Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU) has been awarded Doctor of Literature (D. Lit.) by Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar University, Agra, Uttar Pradesh. The topic of his research work was “Muslim discourse in Hindi stories written by Muslim writers in the Post independence era: Diverse Directions”.

Dr. Rahim Khan through his research covered the social, religious, economic, political and cultural aspects of Muslim community depicted in Hindi stories written by Muslims writers. He tried to address and create awareness about the burning social issues & challenges.

Dr. Mohammad Aslam Parvaiz, Vice-Chancellor has congratulated Dr. Patan Rahim Khan for the rare academic achievement.
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